
WHERE TO BUY CELLOPHANE PAPER

Buy low price, high quality cellophane paper with worldwide shipping on carriagehouseautoresto.com

Lesson learned. See more 7 customers found this helpful Average rating:1out of5stars, based onreviews clear
wrap paper The wrapping paper is described as a wrap paper for gifts, the wrapping paper texture is very
cheap and too clear to hide the present. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by CathyNation from sturdy and easy
to work with Used it for a giveaway gift so I wanted transparency Date published:  I was so disillusioned by
the color of the wrapping by looking at it. It would make a wonderful gift basket wrapper for a last minute call
but definitely not to cover items. How about some real wrapping paper! Would not recommend! See more.
Worst decision ever! Most helpful negative review 7 customers found this helpful Average rating:1out
of5stars, based onreviews clear wrap paper The wrapping paper is described as a wrap paper for gifts, the
wrapping paper texture is very cheap and too clear to hide the present. Used the dollar tree stuff first and loved
it Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Mommamkp from Yellow Cellophane The yellow cellophane was great
for our project. Never imagined Dollar Tree would be better quality!! Kept tearing no matter how gently I used
it. Good compromise between cost and quality. Read the package always!! It was just want I needed. It looks
gold. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by kissyface from Cello Great quality and cost! Date published: Rated 1
out of 5 by Pamdisappointed from Not what I thought I thought I was yellow foil wrapping paper, but it was
see through, like what an Easter basket is wrapped in. Price, after discount code, was good and had more than
enough for our needs. Very see through material, would had done better with wrapping paper from the Dollar
Stores. Date published: Rated 3 out of 5 by Moth from Very practical We used it for dramatic lighting in a last
minute filming session, as broke college students do, and it worked really well! Product is mid-grade
cellophane not so thin that it tears badly but not the heaviest available. But it is totally transparent! Date
published: Rated 1 out of 5 by Didi from Read the label! See more 13 customers found this helpful Average
rating:4out of5stars, based onreviews Cellophane Wrap Product is mid-grade cellophane not so thin that it
tears badly but not the heaviest available. The wrapping paper is described as a wrap paper for gifts, the
wrapping paper texture is very cheap and too clear to hide the present.


